
Digitization and free availability of  the 1913 and 1914 editions of  the Gazette demonstrates the potential
of  this resource for online research, allowing researchers worldwide to unlock its hidden knowledge.
It comes at some cost:
In conjunction with the Editor and Board of  the Church of  Ireland Gazette, the RCB now aims to complete
the other years – initially the three remaining ones of  the First World War and of  the Decade of  Cente-
naries, 1912-22. Eventually the aim is to complete all outstanding 148 years (excluding 1913 and 1914)
from 1856 (when the Gazette was first published) to 2004, from when it is available in a digital format.
The full cost of  completing digitization on the remaining 148 years outright is €43,150.
We seek philanthropic support from individual sponsors for specific years, or an outright full cost donation.
To sponsor a specific year during the First World War period, or in the Decade of  Commemorations,
charitable donations of  €510 in the Republic of  Ireland or £468 in Northern Ireland, together with the
tax relief  reclaimable under the scheme of  tax relief  in ROI or Gift Aid (NI), will allow us to digitize the
complete year.  
Ways to support:
If  you are a tax payer in the Republic of  Ireland and wish to donate €250 or more please complete a
CHY form (available on the main page below) and tax can be reclaimed under Section 848A of  the
Taxes Consolidation Act 1997. Tax relief  is available at the blended rate of  31% and the tax refund on a
donation of  €250 is €112.32 (€250 grossed up at 31%).  
If  you are a tax payer in Northern Ireland, tax relief  can be claimed on donations of  any size, as long
as the amount reclaimed does not exceed the amount of  tax paid by the donor. Tax relief  of  20% can be
claimed on donations made which is equivalent to a reclaim of  25p of  tax on every £1 donated.  The Gift
Aid rules require the completion of  a Gift Aid Declaration Form by individuals (available on the main
page below).  This provides the minimum information required for us to be able to claim tax back on
your donation.
Completed forms and donations should be sent to:
The Representative Church Body, Church of  Ireland House, Church Avenue, Rathmines, Dublin 6. 
Euro Eft details: BIC: BOFIIE2D, IBAN: IE09BOFI90001710053114
Sterling EFT details: BIC: BOFIGB2B, IBAN: GB49BOFI90212713098975
For further information about the project please email Susan Hood <susan.hood@rcbdub.org>, or tele-
phone 01-4923979.
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